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Wine and food are meant to be enjoyed together. This fresh look at a classic subject covers the
essential grape varieties that wine lovers need to know, as well as fifty elegantly simple and
delicious recipes to savor alongside. “One of the most approachable books on wine I’ve seen.”—
David Lebovitz, author of Drinking French Wine Style is the modern, casual guide to finding
which wines you love and with which foods to pair them. There are no rules here (especially
none of the old-fashioned ones, like “seafood should always be paired with white”). Whether
you’re looking to find an affordable new mainstay bottle for weeknight dinners, incorporate
dessert wines into your routine, or learn how orange wine is made, Wine Style has you covered.
And what could be a more delicious and fun way to explore different varietals than by cooking
the perfect complementary snacks and dishes to go with them? You’re bound to find new
favorites—in foods and wines alike—with winning combinations such as baked lemony feta with
crisp white wine; caramelized cabbage and onion galette with a serious red; smoked salmon
spaghetti with sparkling wine; and so much more.Discover new wines alongside incredible—and
incredibly easy—recipes. With its modern approach to food and drink, Wine Style injects some
much-needed fun into the world of wine tasting.
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a Tesco grocery store in Exeter, England, there it was: a bottle of white wine labeled “Great with
Chicken.” No grape, no location, just “Great with Chicken.” The shop was down the hill from the
university I attended that year, and I was the target market—an indiscriminate undergrad on a
budget. Still, that bottle left me with more questions than answers: Why chicken? Any kind of
chicken? Was there a magical flavor in the bottle that made it so great with chicken?There is, of
course, plenty of wine that qualifies as the opposite of “Great with Chicken.” It might come with
an information-overload wine label, the bottle described in such a way to ensure you can’t do it
justice unless you roast a whole duck over cherry-wood lump charcoal and serve it strewed with
fermented nettles and sea buckthorn berries. But drinking wine you like, with food you like,
doesn’t have to be either extreme. This book is about finding the happy middle ground, the
wines that charm you with food to eat alongside and make the exploration more fun.My own
understanding of wine started when I was about eight years old, on a family road trip to the Napa
Valley. Back then, Napa didn’t have nearly as many wineries as it does today, and for my
parents, this trip was as much about having a picnic as it was about tasting wine. We tumbled
out of the back of a sticky Chevy station wagon into a parking lot off Highway 29, already cranky
from what was only an hour’s drive. My brother, sister, and I filed into a cool tasting room that
smelled of wet stone, and while my parents sampled the local red, the staff offered me a glass of
slightly frothy homemade grape juice.I took a big sip and spit it back into my cup. Made from



what I now believe were wine grapes left over from harvest, it was sharp, sour, and had most
likely started to ferment. According to my eight-year-old self, this was not grape juice! It would
take me years to realize that juice that is a little fizzy and unexpected is actually way better than
the plain ol’ purple stuff. We all start somewhere.Back then, wine drinking for grown-ups was
simple. My parents, who cut their teeth on sweet bottles of Blue Nun in college, had graduated to
buying wine from the local grocery store, where an enterprising staffer would announce a deal
on a case over the loudspeaker. This kicked off a stampede of shopping carts to the far side of
the store as customers loaded up on whatever he was offering. The loudspeaker specials always
sold out, and everyone trusted the wine guy to make the decisions easy for them. Most of the
time, the decision was easy—a bottle of white or a bottle of red, something charming for
everyday occasions. What’s changed since those days is selection and information. Wines can
be white or red, sure, but they can also be pink, orange, sparkling, sweet—or nearly all of those
at once. There’s a style to suit any taste, though the irony is that the bottles I love to drink today
may not be so different from the lighter, everyday wines my parents bought by the caseload from
their favorite grocery-store wine guy.Years after that grumpy family trip to Napa, I ended up living
there, cooking professionally and turning into a casual observer of the rhythms of summer
tourism and fall grape harvests. My fellow line cooks and I couldn’t really afford to drink the local
wine—most of it Cabernet Sauvignon—so we stuck with bottles of picnic-style reds that friends
made on the side for themselves. When I was at work on a hot summer day, one of those bottles
exploded in my tiny studio apartment—my first lesson on the effects of what happens when a
wine is bottled before it has finished fermenting and then starts to ferment again when the room
temperature reaches above 90°F. (Today, making wine that finishes its fermentation in the bottle
is done intentionally, but the bottles are stoppered in a way that prevents such explosions.)It was
only after moving to San Francisco and taking a job at A16, a restaurant known for its extensive
collection of southern Italian wines, that I had an opportunity to taste a wide range of styles. The
best part was that I could do this without any expectation of expertise—at the time, no one else
knew much about the wines made in Campania, the region encompassing Naples, so rather
than feel pressured to judge one bottle as superior to another, I started to think of how wines fell
into certain styles. Nearly all styles—from bone-dry sparklers to deep reds and the rare dessert
wine—had a place. Though as a line cook, the wines I gravitated toward most back then were
lean, savory, and slightly chilled—kitchen work is hot and messy, and sometimes you just need
refreshment.Today, most of the wines I seek out fall into the “charming and affordable” camp, the
kind of wines that make people smile without taking over the conversation. Friends I’ve known
from childhood get together once a month for what we call Porch Time. The idea started as a
joke (none of us had porches), but the name lost its irony ages ago, and some of us have
graduated to homes with backyards, if not quite porches. Porch Time usually hinges around a
potluck mishmash of things we are able to scavenge together paired with a bottle of affordable
wine. Most of the food at these events can be served at room temperature, with maybe one or
two things coming hot from the oven. And since Porch Time was born around tiny apartment



kitchens, the recipes we relied on needed to be made without a lot of extra fuss. Popcorn, some
good cheeses and salumi, olives, and store-bought hummus all helped fuel our
conversations.This book is for occasions like that: porch times, game nights, picnics, book clubs,
hangout sessions, or any other excuse to get together with friends. Some recipes take longer
than others, but most hinge on curating food with the wine to facilitate sharing and exploring.
There are no “Great with Chicken” rules here (pretty much any wine can be “great” with chicken,
depending on how you season the bird). Instead, it’s about reclaiming the idea that any time we
can get together with friends and family is worth celebrating—now more than ever. Taste,
explore, form opinions, and have fun while you’re doing so.Using This BookThe recipes in this
book are organized by wine style, from sparkling and crisp white wines to the deepest, richest
reds and dessert wines, with a few outliers (orange wines, although they are made with white
grapes, can be more intense than red wines). If you have a bottle in hand and want to know what
to serve with it, you can turn to the section of the book about that wine style. And if you like a
certain recipe but haven’t picked out a wine, you can read the recipe for suggestions on wines
that make for delightful matches. Many of the recipes work for a range of wine styles, so don’t let
the chapters constrain you.Wine BasicsWine Textures and FlavorsMaybe you’ve just picked out
a bottle of Pinot Noir from Oregon because you’ve tried it in the past and liked it. Great! But what
is it about that bottle of Pinot Noir that you particularly like?Learning to identify the flavors and
textures of that wine will help you discover other bottles you’ll like that share a similar style.
Grapes are the chameleons of the fruit world. Once their juices are fermented into wine, they
evoke aromas and flavors that resemble everything from white peach and orange blossoms to
black pepper and black olives. Grapes also yield wines in a range of textures and sensations,
from bright and bubbly to rich and silky. That’s why tasting notes and wine descriptions on the
back of a bottle, in a shop, or online can be valuable for helping to anticipate what to expect from
an unfamiliar wine.Some tasting notes are easy to understand, while others need a little
deciphering. For instance, when wine pros say a wine tastes like black cherries, they’re implying
that there is something in each sip that reminds them of sweet-tart, inky cherries—not that the
wine tastes exactly like eating handfuls of the fresh fruit—or that it was made from any fruit other
than grapes. Once you’ve noticed the same cherry-like flavor in a few glasses of red wine, this
description gets easier to understand, and you can start to anticipate what a wine will taste like
based on the tasting notes. But when notes describe a wine as resembling pebbles bathed by
moonlight or liken a bottle to a chunky-knit sweater, it’s easy to lose the plot.To break things
down, it helps to get a little familiar with what tannins, minerality, fruitiness, and earthiness
actually mean. (“Pebbles in moonlight?” Maybe the wine has a stony, mineral-like flavor that
would make it perfect with briny oysters. “Chunky sweater?” The wine could be rich and warming
—and high in alcohol, the kind to pour on a cozy, cold night.) A wine often encompasses more
than one texture and flavor category. A fruity red wine can also be big, and a white wine with a lot
of acidity can also have a mineral or salty accent. No matter whether they are lean or big, acidic
or tannic, the best wines find harmony among all of these categories.TEXTURE



CATEGORIES(what the wine feels like in your mouth)AciditySome wines have a refreshing
brightness to them. They quench your thirst at the end of a long day and keep your taste buds
alive during a meal. On the pH scale, these wines are more acidic than other wines, and at their
best they can help balance out food just like a squeeze of lemon juice can perk up a bowl of
soup. Acidity is often attributed to sparkling and lighter white wines, but red and rosé wines can
also carry a lot of acidity. Natural wines also often have more acidity than their classic
counterparts.Acidic wines tend to be lower in alcohol than bigger wines and feel thinner on your
tongue. They also make your mouth water, but not in a way that leaves it feeling dry, unlike
tannins (see following). They are the only way to go when serving foods that are also high in
acidity, like salad or citrus, because they balance each other. Wines with bright, refreshing
acidity are often my favorites, especially because they are the easiest ones to drink with
food.Wines with acidity can be described asbracing - brisk - cool-climate - crisp - crunchy - edgy
- fresh - high-acid - mouthpuckering - nervous - racy - searing - volatile (once considered a flaw,
some volatile acidity has become more accepted) - zippyTanninsHave you ever brewed black
tea and then forgotten to take the tea leaves out? The way that drinking overbrewed tea can dry
out the surface of your tongue is the effect of tannins. They make your mouth water and your
tongue tighten. Tannins can come from grape skins, seeds, stems, and even barrels, adding
texture and structure to red and orange wines. White and rosé wines are made in ways that
minimize contact with grape skins and seeds, most of them don’t factor into the tannin
conversation. Some grapes are notorious for being high in tannins (a grape in northeast Italy is
called Tazzelenghe, which means “tongue cutter” precisely for that reason), while others, like
Pinot Noir, have delicate tannins. Tannic wines often taste harsh when young but also can age
much longer, as the tannins themselves turn velvety or, at the very least, are gentler on the
tongue, almost like adding milk to that overbrewed tea. While tannins can feel like they’re
scrubbing your mouth, tannic wines make great partners with steak and other rich food, keeping
your palate alive much like wines that are high in acidity.Wines with tannins can be described
asangular - astringent - bitter - chewy - drying - extracted - fine (when tannins are more
integrated and less noticeable) - grippy - harsh (when tannins feel out of balance or are very
pronounced) - structured - velvety (often used to describe older wines)BodyWhen you pour a
glass of natural almond milk next to a glass of heavy cream, the almond milk looks thin, while the
cream coats the glass. They also feel differently on your tongue; the almond milk lightly coats
your mouth, if at all, while the cream lingers much longer. The difference in viscosity between the
two glasses is similar to the difference you see among various wines. Wines that physically feel
lighter in your mouth have more acidity and less alcohol than richer, bigger wines, and the
lightest of all are sparkling. Color can also offer a clue. A pale pink rosé is translucent, while a
deep purple Zinfandel coats the inside of the glass. A Pinot Noir that is lighter in a glass than a
Syrah will also taste lighter, so Syrah would be the “bigger” wine in this comparison. A lot of
factors contribute to body, from the region where the grapes are grown (warm, sunny climates
often yield bigger wines) to how the wine was aged (newer oak barrels can impart richness).



Even if a wine doesn’t have residual sugar (see Sweetness, this page), bigger wines often taste
sweeter. Match big wines with bold foods so neither is overshadowed. Wines that feel denser in
your mouth can also be higher in alcohol. If the alcohol feels disjointed compared with the
flavors, a wine is often called “hot.”Lighter-bodied wines can be described ascool - effervescent -
fresh - lean - taut - unoakedRicher-bodied wines can be described asbig - hot (if the alcohol is
out of balance or very high) - luscious - oaky/oaked - oily - ripe - sunnyOther terms that help
decipher bodyMalo (short for “malolactic fermentation”): when sharper, brighter malic acid in
wine is converted to mellower lactic acid for a rounder, richer wine.Sur lie/on the lees: wine that
has aged with dead yeast cells left from fermentation—this can add body to wine, even lean
wines such as Muscadet.FLAVOR CATEGORIES(what the wine smells and tastes
like)FruityWhen it comes to easy-to-drink wines, fruit flavors and aromas are often the first thing
you notice. Some wines taste tropical, some conjure up apples and pears, and others are
reminiscent of berry jam. I’ve encountered tasting notes that read like a recipe for fruit salad,
while others simply state “citrus,” “red fruit,” or “black fruit” (“red fruit” means raspberries,
strawberries, red cherries, and red currants, while “black fruit” means blackberries, black
currants, and black cherries). The flavor of the wine isn’t always in line with what a wine looks
like. “Banana” is sometimes used to describe red wines made by carbonic maceration (a method
of fermenting grapes in whole grape bunches in a sealed tank without oxygen that is most
associated with Beaujolais Nouveau). So don’t be surprised if a glass of a light red wine greets
you with a whiff of banana now and again.Fruity white wine notesapple - apricot - citrus peel/zest
- grapefruit - lemon/lemon drop - lychee - melon - quince - pear - pineapple - white peachFruity
lighter-style red wine notesbanana - blueberry - cranberry - raspberry - red cherry - red currant -
rhubarb - strawberryFruity denser/darker-style red wine notesblackberry - black cherry - black
currant - plum - prune/dried fruit - stewed/cooked fruitEarthyWhen a wine smells and tastes less
like fruit and more like forest, it’s probably an earthy wine. It could be an older bottle that’s lost
some of its fruitiness, but it’s most likely from a part of the world known for earthy wine. If you like
this style, look toward cooler climates in Europe, particularly France, and anywhere that has a
long history of eating mushrooms and truffles—in those areas, the wines have evolved to
complement these earthy ingredients. Red Burgundy is one of the most famous earthy, complex
wines, though not all earthy wines are as rare and expensive.Earthy wine notesbeet - cedar
shavings - forest floor - leather - mushroom - potting clay - tar/wet asphalt - tobacco -
walnutMineralitySpend any time with winemakers and sommeliers and you’ll feel as though you
should have earned a degree in geology. It doesn’t take too long before limestone, sandstone, or
volcanic rock comes up in conversation. With all other variables being equal (same winemaking
methods, same grape, same farming, same climate), grapes grown in different soils on top of
different types of bedrock can make profoundly different wines. Sometimes, these wines carry a
salty, briny, or stony taste. Wines made in Portugal, Greece, Liguria, Sicily, or other areas along
the Mediterranean coast can actually taste salty because of the salt carried in sea breezes.
Mineral-tinged wines are happy matches with food because they provide subtle seasoning. If



you like these wines, look for bottle descriptions that mention “briny” or “minerality” in the tasting
notes.Mineral wine noteschalk - flint - oyster shell/seashell - salt/saline - slate/wet slate - wet
stone/wet rockHerbal/FloralA close cousin to earthy and mineral, this category of wine
descriptions is also closely linked to nature. Some grape varieties, like Gewürztraminer, are
naturally aromatic. And some vineyards yield grapes with herbal or floral accents thanks to their
unique microclimate and soil. (In tasting notes, it’s actually common for winemakers to reference
the wildflowers and other plants that grow near their vines.) Wines with herbal accents can taste
layered and complex, with subtle floral aromas. But some floral wines can hit you over the head
with an exuberantly aromatic bouquet. The aroma of these wines doesn’t always match the
taste, but at their best, herbal and/or floral wines carry a combination of aromas and flavors that
keep you coming back for more.Herbal wine notesanise/fennel/licorice - bay laurel - black
pepper/white pepper - chamomile - eucalyptus - grass - green bell pepper/red bell pepper/
capsicum - green olive/black olive - juniper - sage/oregano/thyme/mint - tomato leafFloral wine
notesgeranium - honeysuckle - jasmine - orange blossom - rose/dried rose petal - violetHow
Wine Is MadeExperts will tell you that good wine comes from good grapes grown in the right
places that are then gently transformed into wine. Still, when buying wine, it’s helpful to know
some of the basics of what happens after those grapes are harvested.No matter the skin color,
most winemaking grapes have clear juice. The biggest difference among red, orange, rosé, and
white wines results from the contact between grape skins and juices. A red wine is produced
from red grapes, but if the skins are whisked away right after the grapes are pressed, the wine
will be white. (That’s how you get blanc de noirs in Champagne, a clear sparkling wine made
from red grapes.) If the skins stay with the juices after the grapes are pressed and while the wine
ferments, the juices absorb color and tannins. Some grape skins have more tannins, and other
grape skins have more pigment. Grape stems also have tannins, and winemakers can choose to
leave the stems in place or remove them or keep the grapes in whole bunches as they ferment—
all of this comes down to a winemaker’s choice. Even seeds impart tannins to the wine, and they
are removed together with the skins. With white wines, the juices are often fermented after
they’ve been separated from the skins to preserve fresh, juicy flavor without any bitterness from
the skins. (See more about orange wines on this page and rosé wines on this page.)Grape
juices start to ferment thanks to ambient yeasts in the air or cultured yeasts added to the
fermenting tank. The yeasts eat the grape sugars, turning them into alcohol. After several days or
a few weeks, depending on the wine, the yeasts finish their sugar feast and the wine is either
drained off the skins (for red wines) or the clear wine at the top is transferred to another vessel
(for typical white wines). For some white wines, this step happens a little later so the wine can
linger a bit longer on the spent yeast cells, called lees. This gives the wine a richer flavor and can
help preserve the wine so it can age longer (labels may say sur lie, “on the lees,” if this is the
case).Eventually, the wines are bottled, though there may be several steps in between. Some
wines go through malolactic fermentation (“malo”), a process in which sharp malic acid (as in a
green apple) is converted to softer lactic acid. This is common in red wines and has become



typical in richer white wines, like California Chardonnay. It often happens naturally either during
or after fermentation from a bacteria that lives in many wineries, though some winemakers
actively avoid it to keep a wine’s acidity levels high. Wines may also be blended at this point, with
the fermented juices of one grape variety or specific vineyard mixed with another to achieve
balance.Some wine descriptions mention the vessels used to age the wine. Stainless steel is
neutral, allowing the wine to age but not imparting flavor, and it often indicates wines that are
more about freshness and fruit. Old oak barrels (sometimes referred to as “neutral oak”) give
wine minimal flavor but allow it to breathe as it ages. New oak barrels impart the most flavor—
many think too much. Some wines are aged both in barrels and in bottles before being released,
like Barolo and Champagne, while others go from tank to bottle to market in a matter of months,
like Prosecco. It all depends on the style.EUROPE VERSUS EVERYONE ELSE(Old World and
New World)“Grape or Place” is the name of a silly game I invented and then forced upon my
mom. I said a wine word and she had to tell me if it was the name of a grape or a place. It went
something like this: “Barolo,” I said. “Grape!” she answered. “Barbaresco,” I said. “Grape!” she
said again. “Nebbiolo,” I continued. “Place!” Her answers were incorrect, confirming that the
game was no fun for the same reasons that wine snobbery is no fun.Still, “Grape or Place”
illustrates the difference between wines made in European countries where wine grapes have
grown since Greek or Roman times—the so-called Old World—and wines made outside of
Europe—aka the New World. Old World/European wines are often (though certainly not always)
named for the place from which they come, while New World wines tend to be named after the
grape. With my game, Barolo and Barbaresco are historic areas in Italy’s Piedmont region. The
grape that goes into these wines is Nebbiolo, one of Italy’s most important wine grapes. Only
Nebbiolo grapes grown in the Barolo area can make a Barolo wine. Nebbiolo wine can be made
elsewhere but can’t go by the name Barolo. Along the same line, France makes red Burgundy, a
wine named after a place, and Oregon grows Pinot Noir, the very same grape used in red
Burgundy. But Oregon Pinot Noir can never be called Burgundy, the place. Wines named after
grape varieties don’t always indicate that a wine is from outside of Europe, but it is one of the
differentiating factors.But back to the idea of an old and a new world of wine: Although it is still
common practice to call wines made in Europe “Old World” and wines made everywhere else
“New World,” it’s time to move beyond these generalizations. For starters, the origins of wine fall
outside of Europe’s borders. Archaeologists have found evidence of winemaking in Armenia, the
country of Georgia, and Iran dating back roughly 6,000 years, and Israel has records of
winemaking going back 5,000 years, well before vines were grown throughout continental
Europe. In more recent history, consider that Chile and South Africa both have had vineyards
since the sixteenth century. Should these countries be called “New World” regions all these
centuries later?Still, because this is such a common way to see wine described, it’s worth
knowing the difference between the two styles. When someone says a wine tastes like it’s made
in an Old World style (no matter where it’s from), this means it exhibits a grounded, earthy, or
mineral character. The wine may have flavors of fruit, like red cherries or strawberries, but fruit is



not the first thing you notice. The wine itself may be made in a more traditional way, evoking
images of enormous Slavonian oak barrels resting in the bowels of an ancient monastery. By
comparison, New World wines are characterized as being fruity and round, sometimes as
smooth as an electric car. Over time, the style division between the old and new worlds has
blurred, and there are now winemakers in Oregon, California, Australia, and elsewhere striving
to produce wine in a more grounded, “Old World” style, while some winemakers in Italy, France,
and Spain are going for a more fruit-forward style.The key distinction to remember is when a
wine is described as Old World, the fruit flavors will be more restrained, while a wine
characterized as New World in style will be more extroverted, with fruit right up front.NATURAL
WINEFor the past couple of decades, one of the biggest debates in the wine world has focused
on the philosophy of low-intervention winemaking. Natural wine is to classic or conventional wine
what sourdough bread is to bread made with commercial yeast. By using commercial yeast, it’s
easier to control the variables and achieve consistent results every time you make a recipe. With
sourdough, bread takes time and each loaf varies. Yet despite the challenges, sourdough has a
passionate fan base of bakers and eaters. And natural wine has an equally obsessive group of
makers and drinkers. They champion countries such as Georgia that never stopped making wine
in ancient ways (the country is known for orange wines made in clay qvevri, a vessel similar to
an amphora).Instead of commercial yeasts, natural winemakers let native yeasts naturally found
in the winery or on the grapes themselves start fermentation. No enzymes or other things are
added to help the wine along, and it’s never filtered or fined, processes that remove tiny
particles. Many natural winemakers also avoid adding sulfur or only add a small amount right
before bottling to help preserve the wine. (Since sulfur occurs naturally in wine, even wines
made without additional sulfur will still have “contains sulfites” on the label.) Winemakers also
avoid grapes grown with pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides and often look deeper into
reviving the vitality of vineyard soils.The key point to remember is that natural wine is not a style,
it’s an ideal. While some winemakers have always made wine in this low-intervention “natural”
way, the movement picked up steam in the past few decades. Part of it came from scientific
advancement: by the late twentieth century, nearly any viticulture or enology issue could be
corrected with chemicals, technology, or industrial farming practices. Commercial yeasts had
become so specialized that the yeasts alone could determine specific aromatic or fruit flavors in
wine. Plus, a host of additives were also permitted and did not need to be mentioned on a label.
Winemakers started to speak out against these conventional farming and winemaking practices,
taking a stand against what they argued had become a sterile mainstream beverage.There was
also an economic case to be made in favor of natural wine. In France, prized vineyard land in
Burgundy and Bordeaux was unaffordable to aspiring winemakers, so they sought out
overlooked places, finding corners in the Loire and the Languedoc that weren’t so well-known.
Natural wine can be produced on a small scale without a lot of fancy cellar equipment, so
winemakers could afford to take a few risks without losing everything.
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Like SPQR: Modern Italian Food and Wine [A Cookbook] La Buvette: Recipes and Wine Notes
from Paris Wine Simple: A Totally Approachable Guide from a World-Class Sommelier Maman:
The Cookbook: All-Day Recipes to Warm Your Heart Drinking French: The Iconic Cocktails,
Apéritifs, and Café Traditions of France, with 160 Recipes Tables & Spreads: A Go-To Guide for
Beautiful Snacks, Intimate Gatherings, and Inviting Feasts Baking With Dorie: Sweet, Salty &
Simple A Table: Recipes for Cooking and Eating the French Way Wine Bites: 64 Simple Nibbles
That Pair Perfectly with Wine Everyday Entertaining: 110+ Recipes for Going All Out When
You're Staying In Piatti: Plates and platters for sharing, inspired by Italy The California Directory
of Fine Wineries: Napa Valley, Sonoma County The Essential Wine Book: A Modern Guide to
the Changing World of Wine The Noble Rot Book: Wine from Another Galaxy Lavash: The bread
that launched 1,000 meals, plus salads, stews, and other recipes from Armenia Graze:
Inspiration for Small Plates and Meandering Meals: A Charcuterie Cookbook Wine Pairing Party:
16 wine profiles. 80 perfect food pairings.



SandyB, “Spark and innovation for today. This well written book has just added spark and
innovation to my more than 60 years as a home cook. Just reading the book straight through is
the first delight. My imagination has had a holiday on this. The wine section tutorial is straight
forward, educational, a breath of fresh air. I am trying different wines and discovering new ones
that I’ll integrate with my tried and true ones. The recipes are surprisingly different and delicious.
Easy to follow and has me thinking outside the box to create fare that can be made for easier
entertaining or for just me. I have a cadre of younger folks. It is an excellent book for younger
cooks who apparently have less time for cooking. So far my favorites include Galette with
caramelized onions, etc. the pastas, chocolate cake, green goddess veg.board and the list goes
on.  Ive also given the book as a gift.  Delightful.  Give it a read.”

John, “A great book that helps demystify wine. One of the things that I love about this book is that
it makes wine approachable for us folks who are not wine experts. While I am familiar with the
wines that I enjoy regularly, venturing out into new styles can be intimidating. And the recipes are
delicious and not at all difficult, dishes that you can whip up on a weeknight. The book is
beautiful, and the photos make me hungry! Since purchasing my copy, I've already gifted this
book to two friends.”

David B. Sutton, “The essential book I didn’t know I needed. Wine with popcorn? Or maybe a
green goddess veg board? I’m easily intimidated by foodies, but the well-written wine section
and approachable recipes in Kate Leahy’s newest book make it easy to imagine entertaining
friends on a cozy winter evening or welcoming them to an elegant backyard picnic. She offers
guidelines and suggestions, not rules, to show how to pair wines with food and offers simple but
sophisticated recipes to get you started. As the best books do, Wine Style gives you the tools
and inspires you to let your imagination soar. A great book to give to family and friends who like
to entertain.. It’s a perfect book for beginners with recipes that are elegant enough for the
connoisseur”

Catherine C, “An informative book and a joy to read!. Written in Kate’s warm and approachable
style, Wine Style takes the often intimidating topic of what wine goes with which food and breaks
it down in a fresh way. The recipes are organized by wine style, so it helps you understand what
qualities of a food or wine make them compatible. The first part of Wine Style contains a section
on flavor categories that was especially fun to read. This book belongs in your cookbook library…
you will love it!”

Diana K, “Great Book!. I was so excited to receive this… looks more beautiful in person.. love the
cover! Stays out on our coffee table and people love to come flip through it the second they sit
down, they grab the book. Very easy to follow recipes… will be buying a few more as gifts!



Awesome job!!”

karen h, “Fabulous!. Purchased one for myself and 2 for gifts. Great recipes with companion
wine suggestions.  Lots of new things to try.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Easy to follow. I like the fact that Kate Leahy gives easy instructions.
She is for the beginning cook and the experienced.”

Joe Leahy, “Very Fun Book!. This book has given my family so many good ideas for new things
to eat and new wines to try!”

The book by Kate Leahy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 40 people have provided feedback.
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